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Item 8.01.

Other Events

The Prospectus and Disclosure Document for each Fund is hereby revised to reflect that:
In light of recent extraordinary conditions and volatility in crude oil markets and related Financial Instruments, each Oil Fund will seek to transition
approximately 1/3 of its current portfolio from exposure to July 2020 WTI crude oil futures contracts into longer-dated exposure, specifically exposure
to September 2020 WTI crude oil futures contracts. Each Fund expects to complete this transition by the close of business today, April 24, 2020.
Exposure to longer-dated futures contracts could have a significant impact on the performance of the Oil Funds since these contracts currently are not
included in the Funds’ benchmark, the Bloomberg WTI Crude Oil SubIndex. As a result, the performance of each Oil Fund should not be expected to
correspond to two times (2x), or two times the inverse (-2x), as applicable, of the daily performance of its benchmark, and each Fund’s performance
could differ significantly from its stated investment objective. In addition, to the extent an Oil Fund has exposure to longer-dated WTI crude oil futures
contracts, the performance of the Fund should be expected to deviate to a greater extent from the “spot” price of WTI crude oil than if the Fund had
exposure to shorter-dated futures contracts.
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